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One of the most important factors in composing n piece of music 
is the balance between the use of intellect and the use of intuition. 
If the composer is over-conscious of what be is doing or constructs 
too much from theoretical principles, relying on an rlbstract justification 
rather than his ear, the music becomes stiff, awkward and finally 
proportionless. The intu:ltion, on the other hand, needs support, a 
framework against which to project new material, if :lt is not to lose 
di.rectio.n and purpose as it becomes incapable of controlling all the 
variables at once. 
Intellect and intuition continually interact. On the one hand 
the intuition throws up ideas that are formalised by the intellect (to 
be quickly forgotten after use or kept as a permanent technical principle) 
·and on the other tbe intellect continually challenges the intuition 
with frames, goals and rules. These may eventually be broken or twisted 
as the intuition senses a. deeper logic (indeed the idea of intuition 
as a perceiver of deeper-logic is an attractive one) but this perception 
could not be '.:made ~rlithou.t the foc~sing of a framework. 
The relationship is complex. One c~m intuitively perceive a framework 
as one can intellectually construct any moment to moment sequence. 
T~ere is a continuum between the two; they are ineeJiarable and constantly 
overlapping. Things might become half-conscious - to sink again, or 
after several similar events, emerge as a principle .. 
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This collDDentary, there-fore, will describe the ~~eworke that 
were set up and some of t:he. material and principles that emerged. 
It could not offer a tboz'OUgh description or. analy':li.s of any piece, 
that could only be the. piece itself. It. wUl comment on. what sparit~d 
things ·ott, and what families of muaical and ph:iJ.oaophic ideas the 
·results seem to fit into, while inevitably leaying II'.8Il1 ~f' the ideas, 
many of the developments, many of the corme~tions, in my intuition 
and the listener's ear. 
The commentary divides into ·three parts~ separating the ten 
, · . , I , . . I 
works into five primary, three secondary and two·· participatory. 
The five primary worr!!, ('The Dancing Day', 'Gemini', 'Sing 
'• . ' 
Lullaby', 'And he showed me a pure river of water of life' and 1Tbe 
flowers apPear . ~n the earth.) are the more substontitil Works in. terms 
of richness. aDd development Of material. They demoilntrate the OVerall 
proiression of my musical language througlll the periocl covered by the 
folio. 
Thi~ progression can be summed ~P by_ comparing Etspeets _of the 
'• · .. 
'first and last works. The first, 'The Dancing Day' :i.s conce~e_d with 
. . . 
blending the instruments into a single entity, ~lith permuting barmaD1 
and a st;ructure based on a. singl-e, linear growth.. Tb.e last, 'The 
' I ' ' • . ' • ·,' • 
nowers appear on the earth' bas the. ~nstJ"Wnents. plecyi~ gr:eatly di~fer­
entiated: ~ol~s, more stable, rooted harmony ~d whUe stil~ having 
a linear growth, much greater concern wi tb structural contrast, the 
simple~t expression of the form being ABABABA. There is aleo a growth 
tbrougb the five pieces in the use· of audible pulse. 
,. 
The most detailed commentary is on •Sing Lullaby'. In writing 
about this work I am moet clearly and thoroughly able to demonstrate 
the kind of thinking, especially the structural thi.nking, that is 
behind all of the pieces. It brings to the surface what I feel to 
be the roots of my technique and shows the kind of ideas that are 
always at the front of my mind. 
The three secondary works ('The Night Visitors•, 1 &Dyone lived' 
and 'The soft complaining nute 1 ) are generally less substantial than 
the five primary works and it could be said that whereas the primary 
works show the •centre'of my technical and philosophic development, 
the secondary works show aspects of it. 
The two works involving tape, in particular, al\.so demonstrate 
a more rigid, predetermined approach to form. 
The two •prticipa.tory:' works ( 1Lessness1 and 'Ritual of the Light1 ) 
represent L~ area of my activity that has become more and more important 
to me in the.later years of the period of this folio, particularly 
since ~ work as 'Visiting-Composer• to the Arnolfini Gallery, Bristol 
ill 19?6-?8. The centre of this activity lairs been 'workshops', where 
' 
everybody present is found a practical and creative :part, regardless 
of experience. The first of these works represents an early ·experiment 
in producing material that is easily learnt, and con·trolled by means 
other than traditional notation, and the second my mclst substantial 
and rewarding 'product• f1"0m this activity to date, l(::large, liturgical. 
ritual. 
At this point I would like to record my tbaDks 1;o David Lumsdaine 
for all his teaching and encouragement. Some of the ideas in this folio 
,., 
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are .his, ~ome ·mine, but tDf those. ·that are ri:aine many were sparked by 
him.and aU innuenced b;,·his attitude to work •. · 
I ~' ~-
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FIVE PRIMARY WORKS 
( 1) The Dancing Day 
for braes quintet. 
This was written in 19?3 for the Philip Jones Brass Quintet, 
but not finished in time for the planned performance. It was given 
its first performance at ·the SPNM Composers' Weekend of 1975. 
The piece was inspired by tho text of the well~tnown carol, 'Tomorrow 
shall be IIIJ' dancing day', which is printed in the ecc,re. The music 
follows the overall structure of the carol, parallel:lng its move from 
the birth to the death ancl resurrection of Christ, wfLthout trying to 
translate all the detail into music. The degree to trrhich the text 
infiuenced the music varied. The verses about the dttsert trials, ( ~) 1 
and the scourging, ( ~ ) , were especially suggestive and the actual 
death, three days in the tomb, ( I§] ) , and resurrectiCin are very closely 
paralleled. I did not fee·l I had reached the last verse, the 1 general 
dance 1 h01r1ever • 
I think it is very important that the central idea of a piece should 
suggest and work at as man;y different levels as possi'ble., The extreme 
levels are the philosophical/spiritual meaning, and the roots of the 
sound-structure. For ex~ple, in 'And be showed me a pure river of 
water of life', the religious and mystical ideas of.tltl.e water of life 
and the tree of life, and '~~t they mean to me emotionally and spiritually, 
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·are balanced with thoughts about how river and tree structures suggest 
precise harmonic and rhytl1mic structures. Similarly the extra-musical 
meaning of "The fiowers appear on the earth, the tim() of the singing of 
birds is come", is renected in the thorough use of ahapes based on the 
principle of •nowering' and on a harmonic structure .paral~eling •nowera• 
with harmonics .and 'the earth' with their fundamenta.J1. 
The attraction of 'The Dancing Day' carol to me was that it gave 
the opportunity to exprese1 religious feelings and suggested a very clear 
structure. It also provided an interesting starting point for the material: 
. ' 
the idea of dance. 
This idea of dance had two aspects, :Lntuitive and technical. It· 
is difficult to comment an the first except to Ba7 that ·I tried to keep 
dance always in m:i.pd so that the imagining of the UIU£1ical gestures, 
rhythms and shapes could e.lways be enriChed in. my mineS! by. phy-sical ~stures, 
' 
rhythms and shapes. 
For .the second aspect, technique; I instinctively wanted to associate 
dance,with changing accents i~ ~ me~re, for example this .pattern: 
Ex:. 1. (>) 
> > > 
I I 
· I· imagined the music propelled forwa~·d to an accent on the last . 
bar-line. This is a compression of the more ~traigbtfon1ard pattern 
where the· accent would be ·on the following bar•line: 
(I, have ai~ce seen such ~hapes used in. the ~ce of India; the 
gestures are usually rhythmically precise and often fall on changing 
? 
accents just as in the pattern abover). 
I made. several patterns of this t:ype,, and based sections of the 
work on them.. The principle of this was to have each bar of the pattern 
represent one, cycle of ~he material. There was no attempt to tr~slate 
the rhythmic subtleties of ev~n such a simplBl#tern as Ex. 1. into 
I - • ' 
an exact larger rhythmic structure. Tbis would have been extremely 
difficult and, to me, crmnping• Rather, I used the patterns as 'ghosts•, 
as logical suggestions for the distribution of structural accents. 
An ·example will make this clear: 
The section 00 - 00 is based on Ex. 1. 
-The three cycles are: b26 - ~35 
b35 (tuba B) • b42 
b43- b53 
The material divides into three characters: 
( 1) A long note, joined by the horn wbictl then draws at:Jay by muting 
and crescendoing, creating (with the silence) an. upbeat for: 
(2) an accented entry which diminuendos and falls in contour, followed 
by some sort of ·return from muted .. to natural note. 
(3) Afterbeat material using overlapping, rising contours. 
Ex. 1. suggested the distribution of these chara-cters. (2) was 
moved further and further back in the cycle in order ·to cr~ate a bigger 
entry of it each timei at the same time the Qpbeat, (·1), became longer 
and more developed. 
Thus, in the first cycle the afterbeat material (3) takes up approx-
imately half the length of the cycle. In ·the second c:sycle, (1) is varied, 
r 
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( 2) enters ·on two instnnzents rather: tbaJ:1 one and tllere is a secondary 
accent renecting the growth of (1); (') is much Shc,rter. In the third 
'' 
. '• .. 
cycle (1) is greatly extended leading to a large accent (played by every-
. . 
body except the horn) in b49• This moment baa the highest note of the 
. . 
secticli, and one of the more important harmonies of the piece; (') is 
very short. 
· It will be seen that the cycles. are not of·exactly the same length, 
·and that the development of the material: is ·DOt systematic in· any. simple 
WBJ• Instead tho rhythmic madel provided a clear, ltDgical frame against 
which to work intuitive11. 
The music of this section iG not pro_pelled forwlll"d to a higher 
' . 
. . 
level of accent at [ID as the model might suggest. 'l'hat is, there is 
. . 
no strong, 'final' statement of the (2) material at liJ. 'lhere is, however, 
. . . 
a kind of.finality in that it shOUld be cleari1 felt that one c,cle 
is over, one process complete, and another begi~ing.. The greatest 
! 
structural accent of the section is the climax of the third cycle which 
brings the material to a head~ While this has a catb.artic effect enabling 
new material to enter, there remains the sense of the suspension of 
a higber accent. This and similar suspeuions carry the muaic tbrougb 
to the ~limax of the whole piece,. but the.r make the final climax necessarily 
very extreme and hard to bring off.. It is d"ii'ticult to create higher 
levels of accent in music without au~bly predictable ~tre·or pUlse 
as it can so easily seem that accents are suspended, nt)t against a clear 
frame that pointe the co-ordinates of' the suspension• but in a void. 
Other sections of the piece .are based· ·on the samo, or similar, patterns. 
There are moments of renection, focussing on the opening harmony, that 
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. . 
do not bave a pattern behind them (f'or examplel mJ:) and other moments 
that have stmple, obvious phasing patterns (for example b224-?) to 
I 
illustrate and increase 1~he consciousness of- the sbuping behind the 
main sections. 
The harmony of the J)iece is organised by means of a Gemini 
permutation matrix which had been developed by Davitl Lumadaine. This 
was used in a similar way in the piece 'Gemini • and I will describe 
the structure and method of using it in the commentary on that piece. 
It is worth noting at this stage; howeveJ:o, the constant returns to 
the D area of the matrix. The use and stability of harmonic centres 
grows larger and larger through this folio. The 'Dancing Day' matrix 
is: 
Ex. 2 
















O~e ifDPort~nt aepe~·t of 'The ~a~cing Day'. ~s s~me~hi~g- ~~yi~ 
L~~ine. and I referred to as •melody.•.. I wa11~ed ·t~ apply the principle 
' • I • I I ~ ' , ' ~ I • ' • • o • ' o ; 
of .me~ody_ ~o ~ore ~~~ a .single strand ~t once, that is, conceive 
~he w~~;L~ c~~g· textW!'e as one line, which might be expressed at 
any moment by anything from one to five :instruments.. _However comple~ 
the textiu-8 I ·a.iw&ys imauined· it, 'and hoped it woul<l be heard, essentially, 





This vas written in 1973 for the SPNM Composers'' \1Feekend w'ben 
works fen- pairs of instrw:aents were called for. 
- - -
One of the starting points of 'Gemini' was a reactiOn to 'The 
Dancing Day,-. This was partly philosOphic arici partly a realieation 
that there were elements in 'The ·Dancing Day' which, although close to 
its' essence. represented Clangers to rr.tJ pnerai tecbm.que. 
I think the idea of •melody' encouraged lack of characterisation 
in 'The Dancing Day', though it need ~t bav~ done,. In making gestures 
involving everyone the shapes were in danger of becozniq too subtle, 
the contours too complex. I was also · encOUl'aging mye1elf to ignore 
- ' 
' 
one of the strongest methods of characterisation: separating instruments 
·, ' 
and/or matenai into le~,ls ·- at its sbpJL.eat iD.to ba.ckground .anci fore-
ground - so that 'one level. stands clearly agBinat aDctber• 
Another pr~~lem was thfit of line~ty; whf.ch again involves a lack 
of l)erspective. If on any plane t~e. mus~c progresses directly from . 
one extreme_ to another then it is posaib~et, without strong help from 
' . . . . 
another plane; to lose one's reference points mid-journey. t-1hile there 
are rises and falls in the flow, 'The Dancing Day' was essentially 
concemed with a single, linear growth from the still opening to the 
climax• The development in the later pieces of relative~ static 
reference points from which to observe long journeys was, I think, 
a gain. There arei of cou:E"se, some reference points :i.n 'The Dancing 
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Day:~· but tliey could ·have lbeen more sub•:~tantial· and m~ore differentiated 
frOm the rest of the material. 
'Gemini' is in three sections, each of the same shape, but of 
greatly. expandin~ length; separated by the reference points or. ~frains 
which are at the beginning~ at I.AAI and 1@1 • i'heir role at the end 
is descri~ed later. 
The concept of pairs was veey attra~ti ve and I especially used 
this in tb,e instrumental groupings and in the harmony. In the instru-
mental groupings I imagined successive dialosues, clarinet against 
clarinet, clarinets against percussion, clarinet I m:Ld percuasion I 
~gaiDSt clarinet II and petrcussion II rmd so on;~ A 1attern I bad. in 
mind was that a pair would interact, meet 9 then· ·f'uee together to form 
one half of the next pair •. 
The first material I worked on was the opening (that is from fru 
- [M1 isnoring for a moment the refrain) which, with the basic dramatic 
shape of the piece in mind, I compOsed intuitively. I then developed 
the harmony and the detail of the overa~ structure from this. 
The principle was that one can, and should, make intuitive leaps 
of two pages lengthi but thmneed to formQlise the material' in some 
. . 
way to be able to control it over larger spans. 
As a reaction to iThe Dancing Day', vliich was concerned with a 
long growth of tenaioni ,I wanted in 'Ge•Dini' . to create a long 1imrinding 
from tension to a point of repose. So it wliB important that it began 
from bright, 'strongly contoured material. Furthermore the first section 
was to .be a model tor other sections so my opening ba1i to have, within 
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itself, the shape of strong drama - long unwinding. Thus the clarinets 
move fairly quickly to their meeting point, the high A, and then gradually 
fall until the drums enter. 
David Lumsdaine and I had long discussions about bow the other 
. . ' 
sections were to be based on this opening. I felt ·that having thus 
been 'primed' with formal ideas I could work empiricaliy, making the 
relationships between sections ·by creating a parallel dramatic fiow 
as much as by making direct 'references to material. 
There are obviously features that repeat - the. t 0 head 
. . .-!of . 
motive, the o J __;. clarinet ~igure, the u~e of repeated chords 
at climactic points and so on, but generally the relationships between 
sections are created by the sense of a common drama carried out with 
complementary material 'rather than by having·exact characters ~dth 
fixed roles. 
The most import~nt point was that each dramatic dial~gue .should 
have the same sha·pe whatever the material in tbe section. 
The following description of section II to the end will show how 
the ideas ·develop through the piece. 
Section II ( [iJ) seta the clarinets against the percussion. This 
. . 
begins (as· 'section I) ·with the opponents very close, the clarinets 
acting as the resonance of the tabla and the drum rolls blending·~nth 
the low clarinet chords. (In fact this waa how the percussion entered 
at the end of section I; the clarinets created a sympathetic timbre 
for them to emerge from). Gradually the two sides draw away from one 
14 
anotbe~ and at ~ the -percussion come ll"ight to thE• foreground tor-
the first time. (This -ia parallel to cJ.ru:oiDet II pw;1hins forward in 
the eighth bar of [!) l. The clarinets na1.~lly then reply and then 
the two sides come together again with tlLe chord and; ron character 
leading to the central repeated chords. 
In the second part of' the section they move again from closeness 
(punchy c_larinet notes with single .dJ'um attacks) to distance (long 
clarinet notes against ve-q active dlrumi:J) alid then into the meeting 
-
pointr, the ent1'7 of' the crotales with the notes the clarinets ·-are . 
plEQ'ing, 
~e af'terbeat 11 is not GUJ long as it might -
have been in proportion tn the equivalent- passages in sections I and III, 
but it introduces two important afterbeat figuns, the flOWi~g clarinets 
. . 
using harmonies related to the end of' the piece (see below), and the 
percussion pattering. 
· Section III ·( IQ] ) bee,ins with.-a figure that ·grows from _the . retrain · 
by replacing the end gestures of the earl~.er two rei'l'aiua, The section 
sets clarinet II and percussion II against clarinet I and percussion I 
(who begin by echoing -lm ) • 
There follow percussion duets altemating 1dtb c:larinet duets, 
then t~m lml the timi. ~ ~eep. to. the main cl~'!t, i~ Sl.~ye 
tor the repeated chora tigpre. 
At @;fl. the very long unwinding (·to the end of tbe piece) begins, 
led by the percussion pa_tteri.ng. _-The. unwinding is sie~led- by the 
gradual dissolution of t_he pregnant figmre- from ~ at; the bagirming 
of section III , 
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The. clarinets are finally eliminated at lool ancl this. is-: in linear 
terms the e~d of :the- long path . they began at [A] • The music is now 
very still and the pitches have transfEtrred completely to the percussion: 
crotales and tubular belles. 
In simple linear terms the piece migltlt end bere 11 because it bas 
wound dow to almost notb~.ng. But just as at tbo encl of section I 
the drums entered, here there is also a need for somothiilg nev •. In 
this case, however, the function of the Dl:tW material ie not just to 
lead to- the exploration of fresh are~;LS; it must also function in a · 
cadential wrq, summariein~~ the direction of the piec•• and the point 
at which it· is to rest~ in other wordes acting as tho final pers.pective. 
The means to this is the retrain which baa until. now (on most levels) 
stood outside the piece. The refrain l.eads the summing up of the harmony 
to its ultimate position: the two most ~cnsonant chordf,l, between them 
containing all twelve· notEts, alternate in equUibriwn. A 'Gemini 1 
balance. 
As another level of perspective the clarine~s remind us of bow 
tar we have travelled since the beginning" btit on tbEt 'distorted' E~ 
clar~ts. Then there is the last twist ~f the pairing • the percussion 
bad reached ·pitches - the clarinets end playing percli'!Ss:lon. 
' . 
This is based on a permutation matri1t1 developedl by David Lumsdaine, 
called the Gemini matrix. The idea of pairs is ·impoz'tant to this, so 
it.was especially appropriate for this piece, and in fact sugseated 
its title .• 
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The ~Gemini• matrix: 
Ex. '· 
............. l 7 






Every note has' a P&rtner which is always in the same bexa~hord 
as itself, and it is always symetrical.l.3' placed about tbfi;•tre of 
the hexac~ord wi ~h ita partner. . . 
Thus B and D always occur together. · In hexachord I1] they are 
O.D the extremes, in ~about the centre and' G~ on. The Fit always 
occurs with G, C with E etc. 
The matrix can be see1:1 in one way as simply a pe:rmutation of these 
pairs, although it does not exhaust the possibilities. 
The haxachorde aleo pair to make complete 12-notc~ aete; 11) with 
~ 1 liD with ~ 1 liD With I1l &nd ·~ Vith i. 
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Evel"J note also belongs to a pair diagona~ly 1 i:n one direction 
or the other, for instance F1f with cf and C with D,b,llt I did not make 
use of this. 
There are maQJ felicities in the matrix sugsesting musical shapes, 
e.g. 
lru is 11) backwards with an alternative centre. 
The ~o~r central notes of ~(a) are the same 813 the four central 
notes of [6] (b) backwards., 
Th~ last note of [JI (a) and the first of fZ) (a) form the bas:i.c 
pair G and F~ and g) (b) and ~(b) similarly link cf and Ao 
As I mentioned above I first wrote II] - .IMl :i.ntui ti vely and 
then developed the matrix from it. I took important reiationships 
from it (the opening paira Fit;G, E~/F, the recurring B's and c•s, 
A~ • a and B~ is and so on) i then composed the matrix. 
It is possible to put; a 12-note row :into any pair of complementary 
hexachords in the matrix, then to complete the matrix and see what 
results. My method bas been to start with the whole matrix structure 
and gradually arrange m:1 ~terial all ove1• it, until; ideally; I have 
a complete summing-up of ~ harmonic material, which can be seen at a 
glance. 
For this reason I have not substantially used fUrther extenSions 
of a single matrix within one piece (it cmn be turned on its side or 
other permutations of the pairs derived); when I ~Y.e done so it bas 
been only for episodes, not for important focal points. 
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Indeed it has been an important gttneral prinoipJle to me that 
rationalisations of material or structure take the sjlmplest possible 
form. For example,· numbering the hexachords suggestu a blOck-chordal 
w~ ·of using them. ·This encourages clear harmonic structure, clear 
harmonic ·focal points, while leaving considerable freedom of movement 
within. the blocks, or indeed, clear·boun&~es to be broken. 
Within a hexachord the pitches are usually followed round in order 
but often backwards and not always beginning at one of the ends. Sometimes 
the use \rl;thin the he~achord is quite free, that is, it is just a chord 
to be ~sed in any order. Sometimes the chord sequences are planned 
before \~ting; at other times I move from point to· point in the matrix 
instinctively while writ·ing. · Given the cb.ordal way of using them, 
the hexachords are rarely superimposed. 
The b&rmonic direction of the piece is that of ~'vement towards 
the mos.t stable pair of he::mchords [!] and ~ as a section unwinds. 
The progress~~n to this pair is made explicit at the ond of the piece. 
From ~ ·.cmwards the chords are presented in an in~rctasingly simple 
fashion ending in a chorale-like passase that leads to the final 1 quiet 
oscillation of 111 and &J • 
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.U> Sing Lullab.z 
for soprano and double-bass (with 
amplification and wa-wa pedal)• 
This was commissioned by Jane f.1anning and Barry· Guy. It was 
written and first performed in 1974~ 
I became interested in th~ subject of lullabies and was struck 
. . 
by the variety of images that: they contai.n. References to poverty, 
immorality and violence a~ to be found along with the references to 
gentle birds and cows and distant bells. 
It seemed to me that,. in fact, tbis wholeness of view was a strength. 
Rather than suppressing and shutting out the dark side of life it 
was exposed, but then contained, within the gentle arms and rhythms 
of the mother. 
So I decided that my lullaby sbould explore, bo·th in the music 
and .the text, the contrasted sides of the·traditional lullaby. I grouped 
the images into two baste categories, 'gentle' and •·violent' and star~ed 




low in the harmonic series 
pitched 
'relaxed' rhythms tending to 
traditional lullaby shapes, 
especially 1 4 1;· 







high in the harmonic series 
unpitched 
complex rhythms often expressed 
in proportional notation, or 




This list does not represent a black and white division of material 
but tendencies, reference points from which to invent. 
In Gemini, I based later sections on the shape of the opening 
two-clarinet melody. For Sing Lullaby I used a muc11 simpler, abstract, 
shape as a structural basis which could thus be used in a much more 
varied way. This shape is: 
Ex. 4 
j 
It represents the farm of the whole piece, of tta~h section, and 
of many of the individual gestures. It symbolises. t:he rel~tionship 
between the gentle and violent characteristics; the transformation from 
one to the other: the overall movement (from left t;o r:i.ght) from the 
21 
distant, unfocussed, unpitched, complex, high harmonic series to the 
close, clear, fUll-toned, low harmonic series, followed by an afterbeat 
period. 
The shape also represents the opening of the double-bass wa-wa, 
.. 
and the equivalent vocal gesture·,~ a (personal) way of seeing the lullaby 
rhythm .~ ; the idea of two parts vi th one pulli11g away from the 
other; rhythmic gestures made from even accelerating or slowing; the 
flow of the mother's cradling movement or even. (as was pointed out 
to me later) the shape of a cradlel 
. The gradual wideninE~ of the. shape does not alwrays represent a 
gradual release ~f tension, the meaning is sometimes inverted to represent 
the growth of tension to a climax. 
The afterbeat section is again linked to the metaphor of 'distance•, 
but distance in the sense of quietly disappearing 'elsewhere', of 
goins:: to sleep with the support and resonance of the warm centre, 
rather than in the sense of complexity alld lack of focus. In the way 
that I bad.linked consonants to the violent and _vowels to the gentle 
; 
aspects, I linked liquid consonants to this"tbird area. 
In Sing Lullaby the refrain idea used in Gemini is developed. 
Once again the principle is that something that stands outside the 
main drama of a piece remains the strongest perspective, and can eventually 
enter and act as the strongest catalyst to the resoluti·on of that drama. 
So; as we shall see, there is a climax of the violent side and a climax 
of the gentle side, but the resolution of this l£es1 not· in the triumphing 
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of one of these protagonists, but in the balancing ctf them, through 
the refrain entry, so that the piece ends with one contj~ed within 
the other • 
. I _propose to work througb the whole piece, but will first mention 
the harmony and the text •. 
The harmony is again co-ordinated by a Gemini a1atrix1 but with 
a greater emphasis on pitch centres than before, notably D, G, and Bb. 
Ex. 5 
' be:; ~ -e- .e- .. 
' 









(hexachord (g) is associated with D and hexachord (!I with G). 
The text is entirely derived frOm traditional lullaby texts. 
I wanted a continuum between the real text having real meaning and 
the reduction of it to the simplest areas - consoDaDts, vowels and 
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liquid consonants, having the symbolic moaning indic:ated above. Between 
these extremes there is a rich area where referencea and cross-references 
can be made, and families of sound and moaning brout,bt together. 
The refrain text is always "sing lullaby". 
~t may be of interest to note that the text was added after the 
completion of all of the music, although the nature of it was known 
from the start. I wanted to be able to c:oncentrate entirely on the 
musical working and then enrich this with the text, rather than work 
from a precomPQsed text, or have to cope· with the simultaneous composition 
of both. 
Some examples of the texts used: 
Huah-a-ba birdie, croon, croon, 
Hush•a•ba birdie, croon, 
The sheep are gone to t~e silver wood, 
And the cows are gone to the broom• bziq"om. 
And it's btaw.milki~g the kye 1 kye, 
It •s braw mi].J.d.J!g the kye • 
The birds. a.re~si.."lgin·gi the bells are 
ringing, 
The wild deer come galloping by1 by. 
Father's gone a-flailing, 
Brother's gQne a-nailing, 
Mother's gone a-leasing, 
Granny's come a•pleasing1 
Sister's gone to Llantwit Fair, 
Baby, baby, \1ill go there. 
••• And he'll beat you, beat 
you, beat you, 
And he'll beat you all to pap, 
And heil1 eat you• eat you, 
eat you, 
_Every morsel snap, snap, snap. 
The work is in four main sections of expanding length, the last 
being of much greater length than the others. as it has to encompass 
the broad final resolution. The sections are always separated by the 
refrain. 
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In section I ( UU> soprano and double-bass are almost entirely 
in rhythmic unison. There are two basic elements: short, fast, partly 
unpitched notes, and single sustained notes. As these elements interact 
littl~ melodies are gradually brought to life. The lullaby rhythm, .r11 , 
becomes important. There is a meeting pctint (the D's) then the afterbeat 
passage, showing the achievement of' the sectio~ - tb.e two basic elements 
(ahort•long) which began end to end are n01r1 superimposed. This is an 
expre~sion on the small scale ot what happens over the ~bole piece. 
Dramatic o~sitea meet, interact, and end .contained within one anOther. 
In section II (2nd bar of' Iii) I imagined the basic abape as ~pre­
senting the relaticmahip of' two parts; one part drawing away from the 
other,. quasi-canonically, gradually exposing and increasing the drama 
until there :i.s a climax. Then the parts come back together, fairly 
quickly; in the afterbeat period. 
The double•bass draw away from the soprano eit:ner by pushing on, 
creating ill~re upbeat m~terial~ or by interrupting the t.l01r1 of bei' linei 
which always tends to gentle lullaby rhythms. 
The success of the 'T~»aitin~' of the soprano is shown as the roots 
of her text chuge from 
''Hush-a-bye baa lamb, Hush-a-bye milk cow" 
to "We'll f'lnd a little stick to beat the barking bow-wow"• 
There was no systematic organisation ot the drat'ling B.WllJ process 
or of' the soprano and double-bass roles in it. Once the idea was estab• 
lished I worked intuitively so as to allow a fluid realisation. The 
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players temporarily assist one another, •txchange rol.es, meet in the 
middle, and so on, and tb.e final result iLs achieved by a complex combination 
·of. complem,nt and contrast •. However, tho idea of ·dz>awing away was a 
good directing force,. and fUrthermo~e it ensured a·r,ood contrast with 
section I ·where the' parte stay ·very mu.ch together. 
I should add that I was· aware of twc). particula~• structural points 
before writing .this sect:i.on: ·the two._part nature of· iti with each half 
ending on more sustained material on the 'G' llexachoril of the matrix, and 
the need. for the double-bass to progress back to UDJ>it~hed, :fast material 
' 
as it drew away. These and the dramatic ideas seemnd sufficient 'ground-
work' to the actual composing. 
The final gesture· bnfore the second G harmony c: tempo I) relates 
closely to the aftei'beat section of the basic shape.. The parts have 
the accelerating rhythmic figure and their lines coue together to go 
out 'elsewhere' through i;he Ab. 
\-lhile this G materinl ·bas been prepared. in one · important sense 
it truly represents. 'elsewhere', because the double··bass wa-wa,_ with 
its explicit, electronically revealed harmonic series, creates a completely 
' . 
new aural environment. 
This ·passage preparc:ts, and has a paral~el structural ·function to, 
the D harmonic series at .0 and the Bb :series at the end. 
In ~e~tion II~,. (@).I imagined the parts progressing together• 
'' ' ' ' • I 
. . . 
from the more comp~ex dil:iSonant opening to the. calm end ( (i) ) with the 
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soprano 'lulling' material becoming dominant. The end of this section 
prepares the soprano solo tbat comes later, and makes an important 
reference to the Bb hexachord of the matrix. This :Is the last sustained 
period of quiet before tb.e main climax so it is a gcod point at which 
to hint at the characteristics of later ~tuiet passae,es. 
Section IV ( 00 ) . retui'DS to the idea of the double-bass drawing 
away, this time to create the main climal~ of the piece. The section 
begins by continuing the calm flowing lines of the end of section III 
but q~ickly a short no~e character is introduced which creat~s instability. 
There·is a dialogue between these ideas until the double-baas reaches 
the first of the long C •a that lead to the main eUmax. 
The sustained C at first contributes to the restfulness of the 
soprano material. It starts from apparent sympathy to her but then 
the double-bass becomes more :l.Daistent wi.th it and begins to break up 
the note, eventually changing its character completely. This device 
creates a stronaer tension than ever before because the double•baaa is 
. . - . 
not just contrasting with the soprano, but actually transtorridng one 
. - . . . . 
of her most important characteristics into something oppoaite~ It is 
as if it were removing the ground from under her. 
The insistent yet imlaatient nature of the c•s and the length of 
the passage underline the fact that the main (and in the terms of this 
. . . . .. ' .. . 
piece, the Ultimate) climax is being prepared. There is the suggestion 
of a position of no return. 
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The' 'passage was intended· to' relate, ironica.J.4rv to the long c at 
the ·end of the· piece, and the· double-basa ·might also be felt tO represent 
11the ·barking bow-t~ow"l l:.ventually the soPrallo 'is thro\-in. to the ·extreme 
point, the unp'itched, sJioradic con8onant•:J,· for· the 1rinal gesture of· 
the passage. 
It· is essential tb.Git a climax in so1ne way sums up··the easeiiCe of 
the material it relates to. So ·this final gesture is an explicit version 
of the basic shape. 
~be use. o~ the word 'sleep• and the reference f:o the Bb barmo~ 
at the ~ak of the tiDal gesture are to create a deliberate irony, because 
the 'sleep' section at the end of the piece, based on the Bb harmon,, 
is in complete contrast to this moment 0. This again iS 'the principle 
of showing the ·depth of 1;he drama by cattl)hing a glirapae of the oppoei te 
at its critical point. 
Th1-s is also the sur:mniDg up of all the ag~es8~L~e "go to sleep . or 
else • •• " texts. 
·., 
As this is the main climaX ot·the piece I tJantod the.sense of the 
completion o:f a cyele so there is, at [!I, a strong reference to the 
opening. This is now ~xpressed more in 's~rano,• torms, b~wever, legato 
and quietly, because of the cathartic effect of the olimax induced by 
I • • • 
the 'double-bass• material. The first gesture of [!] should also be 
' . 
felt to be the completion of the basic s!bape begun \ri.th the sopranO's 
unpitcbed coneotUmts. 
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NO'tf the ·piece ia· to go 1eiaewhere1··, as ·bef'ore.i· bUt this ·time· it' 
seemed· a:· good· ideal as part of ·the awilming-up ·period, to ·aitoti the· procesS 
ot·going.·: So the uniSon D11!i begin in·a·puncby way;' (reflecting ·the·end 
of' section I·, three bars before l~l) I but· tho . mUsiC . pduall:y relaXes I 
aettial.q· showing the prOCeSs of 'going to sleep1·1 tl:td.Ch arrives with 
the double-bass wa-wa. 
· At ·[!) · there is . the · ciimax or •moinent • of the gentle side· eXpl'essed 
by a soprano U.ne ·with very few consonants and hints of traditional 
lullaby. rhythms~· 
.· . 
Having summed up ·the violent and gentle side~ I wanted to tinall1.: 
resolve . them by bringing them together,.' both needing the perspective, 
of the other for ·preper stability (sleep).· For this the refrain· enters 
aDd' ·acts as· a~.iiea:l,ing device. It is introduced by: the dOub~eiitobaes 
·entering" on:. a higb:.harmoni.c. (always an important cbaractert.stic of ~he 
. . . 
refrain· before) 1 a semi tone away from the soprano, which leads her into · 
• • I ~ - I . 
the oscil~ti!lg figure at ~ • Double-bass ~d soprano them move from 
. . 
near the top of their registers to the bottom, tbrougb a killd of Bb 
barmcmic. series,. 8radually marking and stabilising: each ·part of the· space. 
Now we are ready far the final balancing. The violent side (double• 
• • • • t 
., 
bass hammering, soprano fasti complex text) is contained within tbe 
, I •,' : • 1 • I •, 1 • •• • 0 ,1 : • , •' I o 
~arms' o~ .. the ge~tle side, the Bb h~onic series which stretc~es right 
over the space •. 
. : ~ ' . 
· I. intuiirively felt the need f'or the long bottCIID c, but it does·.not 
have a simple role. In terms of' contour it supports the stability of 
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the main Bb by being belctw it at the end of the lonu downwa~ line to 
00 ,~ marking firmly the Ilb' s position in the space,. On the .other hand 
the C clearly disturbs the Bb 's· stabili t=r · harmonical.ly. · I~ some w~qa· 
the C i~ to the Bb what tb:e Bb is to the rest of thEt. piece, the containing 
element, but eventually it needs .to be f:Ll tered out to leave the pure 
lullaby motive •.. This is the· end of the ·1:atterbeat pEtriod of the basic 
shape as it is .applied to the whole piece. The mot:i.ve can now exist 
having, as it were, been justified b7 the rest of the piece. 
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( 4) . · And he · sh0t1ed. rne a pure river of. water. of· i.i fe 
ror ~;;opruno.; three clarinets 
and· percussion· ( crotales · 
and vibruphone) 
Tbis was written for Matrix in 19?5.-76; and fiJ•st heard in a 
BBC broadcast in 1978. 
The text, from Revelations Chapter 22; was attz·active for tvo 
. -
reasons (other than its beauty); firstly for the spiritual ideas 
it expressed, especially those of the river of life and tree of life, 
and secondly for ita water images which suggested vivid musical shapes. 
I always tried to keep the latter in mind while composing, wit_hout 
necessarily making specific imitative gestures. I made a list of 
features tbat could suggest musical shapes and tried to 'prime' myself 
with them; features such a8 gushing, cascading, rippling, noating, 
whirlpools, atillliess within gentle mo·vement, something I called 
•catches' - a certain motion seized on for a certain period,_ the idea 
of the same water passing through a different landscape, and so on. 
There is one central river image. The whole piece is like a· 
series of ti~, distant tributaries grudually coming together to form 
a wider, fUller, faster-flowing river that eventual~ dissipates into 
the open sea. On the way it gathers material from diverse sources 





Onc·e· again· I wanted a unifying sbape to. applj 'tit d1tferent levels· 
of the structure. and this obviously had to relate 't()' the :above river 
. :. ' . . . 
image. The first example of the shape I chose is tlle t~e-:part opening 
gesturei a long, quiet nctte suggesting distance and space leading 
to regular semi•quaver movement and then a long disesipa~ion as the 
crotale.slowly dies away: 




The length c)f this e,oestUI'e is uitended to suggE,at the length· · 
o't the whoie pie·c·e•' 
~~ t~e ~ic .always tends. towards regular mov~111ent a~d regUlar 
pulse, fi.naily reaching the passage with extended semi•~aver movement 
on tthe D harmony at [B) •· the *tull ri.~e1••. 
, Right from the beginning of the composing I knew that .. this semi.• 
. ·quaver move~ent and this ba~ony, were to be the ,main focu~ of, :the piece, 
.a~d I wanted to crea~e a·continuum between.t~ie material O~be centre•) 
and , i 12""1lote' harmonic and parallel rhythmic ma.te~al ( t;be. • distance • ) • 
l developed a'5 X 5. matr~Ki keeping the Gemini matriK p~inciple of 
diagOD&ls made of a1 terna·ting notes.· Almost all of ·the material is 
derived f'rom this. For more chJ"'matic material I tu:med it on its 
. ' ' 
side and ~or t~e same purpose developed another 5 x 5 matrix starting 
by Placi~ ·pentac~ord ~ in the pentac:bor:d I!] position. Ilow.ever 
' . 
when I used ~hese variations I lilept the basic form of the matrix. in 
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In moving round the pentachords in order [) , ~ i ~ etc, 
uaualiy only one note ch&.nges 'each time (the except:i.ons are ~ .. 
~ · and liD - 12] when t1li•O notes chauga) 11 so the hB.r'filon'y graduaiiy 
transforms .. from area to area. 
The most important pentacbords are: 




I1J . The D mode. 
@] The leading _melodic figure (e.g. the . opening), and the main 
cadential harmony. Low Ebs often wi. th C • a are almost invariably 
introduced to move out of D mode sections. 
~ The 'opposite• to the D mode. _I imagined it as the 'black' side 
and it usually appears in a low tessitura. It often pl!Q'B a similar 
structural role to the D mode. It ia often used witbout the B~ 
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(which might then be introduced cadentiall.y in a similar way to the 
Eb above), aDd sometimes with a c. 
~ Another 1 oppoai te 1 • This is usually used in a higher tesai tura 




This makes an important point about the tonai E!Spect of the 
piece. The D harmony is balanced in the centre of the apace and is 
•revealed' (most fully) a;t the end. But it never CCJDquers the whole 
space, there are no harmc,nically important, stable Ill's lower thaD 
the one above middle c. 
(There is one strong unison low D at b?31• Tbia is certainly 
harmonically important, but it is not very stable. It might, in t;my 
case, be counted as "the exception that proves the l'ule", a very important 
musical principle). 
The opening gesture, as well as rep1•esenting the basic .shape 
of the piece is also, when compressed, the ihead motive' for much 
ot the melodic material. 
I had in mind a category of melodic material which I called • n.owing': 
winding small interval melodies often in several parts at once. I 
generally classed this material with the first, sus{:ained part of 
the 'b•aic shape. To contrast with it, and act as au alternative 
to the regular movement El.l.ready decided on for the oecond part of 
the basic shape, I inveni~ed another ld.nd of' material, the more sporadic·, 
staccato music first heu•d in the second section ( [ill - IAAI ) • 
So the simplest classification of material become for me1 'long' 
(flowing or sUstained) and 'short' (aJtoradic or reg\llar) and the 
simplest expression of the basic sbape, long-short-long;, This usually 
(but not always) means pJ•eparation-activitt-dissipationo. The first 
example of the· three-part shape applied l)etween sections is seen 
at the opening of the piece. The three parts are: (1) opening - I!), 
(2) 111 - IMJ • (3) 1M] - liD. 
The overall structure 
The soprano is re~uired to alternate between two·positiona, 
in tr...ont of the ensemble taking a traditional solo :r'Ole, and behind 
the ensemble, having an equal voice with the clarin&ts. 
The points at which she stands in the forward position mark 
the main structural divisions. lrlben she is forward she.only sings 
the main text in a straightforward mannez•. In the back position 
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her text iEf almost entirely abstract, \'lith the words and sentences 
broken up • 
. · The soprano comes fon1ard three times in the pjlece: near the 
~egi~ng to ·present the first par.t of the text, in the middle to ' 
present the second ~t a:md at the end to recapi tulute the earlier 
.par~ and add t~e third 1,art, the coda. She presents, in a simple 
manner, the material that'is being, or is about to be, explored, 
' . ' 
a~most in the manner of a narration. 
Her text for when she is in the bacl~ position was added after 
I had completed the music, the same procedure as I had used in 'Sing 
,· ' 
Lullaby'. Words and part-words are grouped into families of sound 
and shape, using particular families for particular passages. Each 
section of the piece has a specific part of the main text attached to 
it. Some related biblical sources were twed as additional material, 
but they never appear in their real form. 
I intended to i~clude vocal sounds 1~om the players as a way 
of cementi~ their ~q~ality with the soprano, and as a way of expressing 
the extreme riature of some of the materie1l, (the isolated staccato ·. 
attacks for example), but decided asainat this. 
The overall structure can be shown thus: 
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o I 1 I ' 
This ground plan was not tully formed before working tbiousb, 
but its m&in ·features were knoWn: tho ope~ing, the end, the p~cing 
. of the. 'real' text and the basic direction of everytbing towards movement 
and tlien dis~ipation. Graduilly, as I worked, I p1i0jected forward 
. . . 
frOm ·tbe detail, filling in the rest of the struct1iLre. This iP"adual 
. 
1 
• I • 1 : I I , I 
1 
1 , ' ; • filling in of structural levels between a solid but very simple overall 
~iew and' the actu&l detail (wbich:is.foJ~ed from tbe same shapes) 
is,'to me, the most satisfying way to work. It avoids the rigidity 
of complex structures, aud the lack of a1l the various levels of 
direction in working from mament to moment. 
The detail of the structure, in ·this p~ece, is not simple. Rules 
were made that were flexible to begin with, then they were broken·or 
. changed, characters found meeting points, tra~formntiona and •moments• 
that were absolutely necessary but ·came from outsidn the 'rUl.es, and 
fUrthermore, even within the rules, ch&racters chanEted 'role and function. 
However, seneraily the main principles kept these de~iationa' 
in a proper overall c'ontrol·and, in fact 11 the rules themselves provided 
. . .. . . 
a framework against which to judge other ideas that arose intuitively 
or trom other formal ·considerations. 
The organisation of the sti"Uctv:rB:L detail was through ·the idea 
. . 
of •tributaries•. ·Mate'rial · ia ·introduced, developed alid then fed 
i~to the minatream. This grows richer and fUller, but also then 
.. . . 
' . . 
subsumes the material, ultimately into one central character, the 
• ' I ' • • 
D mode with its ·regular semi-quave·r rhythm. Tbis mode is all embracing 
through being the prime resonance of tlte piece, (rhythmically, the 
pulse of the semi-quavers,J = 90, is present throughout, in greater 
or lesser articulation). 
There are eight tributaries of greatly increasing length in the 
piece. The idea was that they would be like canonic entries each feeding 
in the same material but in new expanded and developed versions. 
; ! ' • 
Once a cb~acter was introduced it was to reappear in each succeeding 
tributary incr.easi~g the number of times.it·appeared within the tributary 
by one unt:J,l this rea~hecl five. Then it 1rlaB to be absorbed "into the 
flow" to .be USed ·~eely (that is to say not used tC) determine the main 
structure of a trib:ut_ary), perhaps tc go underground and resurface, and 
eventuaily.to be sub~umed. As it went into the flow it was also to 
find.its essence, the ·simplest state•nt of it. 
~he position and role of ~baracters withi~ a tributary was mostly 
·, .. 
determined intuitively but there were two guiding principles. Firstly 
t_l:le.·ap~_~linces w~re to be fairly equally spaced throughout the tributary, 
, ;and_ seco.~d~y· certain tri'butaries were to be linked to others by having 
a similar-shape. The tributaries were grouped into three sections and 
linked in the_ _following wB'!: 
Ex. 10 
·(Section. II~ tributary (i) was felt. to be inew 11 , ·to start from 
a·more basic point than·aection I, tributary (i)). 
The ,above represents the basis of tbe rules. As the composition 
progressed they were treated more freely and also tbe border-lines between 
characters became more fiuid. The foUo .. ling_ is an example of how the 
rules were applied and bow a nev consideration naturally d~veloped: 
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· · Section II, tributwry (i) ( ~ ) . bas t\'110 characters; that or .. 
the ·soprano and crotales. ( f 0 is an importrmt new figure), 
and that of the clarinets. Their entries are in the proportion of 
2:5. Thus the clarinet material, having reached :fiv1a events should 
now go "into the now" and at its _last entry it rea·~hes its simplest 
form, a long crescendo and diminuendo on unchanging notes. 
Section II, trib. (ii) should follow the very first tributary 
of the piece and also have three entries of the soprano/crotale material 
:from II (i). It is easy to see the development of the melodic con~QUrs 
of I (i) including a climactic expansion of the descending contour of · 
b6 at b51. 
The three events from II (i) are at b37, b49 a-nd b54. These, in 
different ways, ·use the characters of fo and sf bell-like entries. 
They are played by soprano and clarinets rather than soprano and crotales. 
It could obviously be argued that the clarinet sf entries are a refiection 
of tbe:i.r own material in II ( i) rather t.ban of the crotales. (In fact 
in II (i) part of their role was to complement the crotales). This 
kind of interaction of ideas and use of double-meanings is typical 
of the piece. 
I think I bad these elements under control and thus they became 
a richness and subtlety, but it makes the formal description of them 
difficult. The most important point is that the rules did seem to 
suggest the correct kind of material"for a given moment. 
Some further comments on the structure: 
At IQ] SE!Ction II, tL•ib. (iii) begins. As well as continuing 
the general development of the material it relates et3pecially to I (ii). 
It is long (to m::J) partly due to the -extension .of 'gap' material. 
This is the material found between the main .structural -events and is 
usually made from the material 'in the flow•. In II (ii) this was _just 
long notes slowly crescendoing, drawn flrom the clarinet -character in 
. . 
II ( i) which had gone into the flow·. 
··After @]·these gaps are greatly extended, so much ~o ttiat new 
material forms within them, for>.example at b64 and b?1. These new 
figures become important later. ~e g~;z.p lengths extend such. that [m 
- ~, f'or example, is a single gap. Tbis is also, incidentally, th~ 
first of several occasions where the note cf is used as an axis for a 
long period. 
The six bare before (g) sum up the .basic harmon:,. and bave a fanfare-
like. role~ announcing the new bass clarinet character at rnJ • Tb:is 
character represents an important deviation from· the rules~ The passage 
should be closely related to I (i) and II (ii) with a strong contrast 
between dynamic events and more static 'gaps·• 1 but I instinctively "felt 
. the need here for the development to unfold in a more linear WaJ• The 
material I bad in mind fitted with the key text of this section, "the 
tree of life", as the baas clarinet quickly spreads new branches and 
flowers out to ·the\top ~f the tree, the D-A 5th just ·before. ~. The 
figores are based on melodies from the opening of the piece. 
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This kind of winding movement permeates the whole of this tributar.J, 
eventually being transfo:rmed into the reggl.ar semi-quaver movement that ( 
ends the first half of the piece. 
At IJJ I there is another fanfare annOUilcing the second half of 
the piece and the soprano's move to the forward pos:i tion. Her ct is 
poised between pentachord [!] (crotales) and pentacT11ord ~ (clarinets) -
"in the midst11 • This underlines the c••s function ·throughout ~ 'midway' 
between the two important harmonic areas, offering a different kind 
of polarity. 
At IKJ the opening is recapitulated (but with the 'short* and 'long' 
characters superimposed).. The downward contour intc, IKKI is extended 
one no~e further than at the opening, to imply that ·something from the 
first cycle is complete. The different instruments 11 Eb, Bb and bass 
clarinets, meet, and entEtr a new phase, also symbol~Lsed by the vibraphone 
entry. The vibraphone enters here also to.create a relief from the 
predominantly clarinet texture. 
At ~ the bass clarinet solo of rnJ is recapitulated ( ~ represents 
iD some way& the second subject to the first subject area of the opening 
of the piece) and then the 'fruits• of 1~he earlier material are revealed. 
Several important characteristics come tc» fUll fruition and have their 
•moment•"' After ILL!, for example, the j1.,owing melodic material reaches 
a full development ( wi tb an important unison statement at b521) and 
this is followed by an· extreme development of the 'short• material. 
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At IPPI the soprano ec~oes and reacts to the whole trib":ltaey·. 
She is reacting to a process she bas increasingly been left out of, 
or had an unimportant role in. This str·engtbens the structural placing 
of this solo which is also necessary as an aural relief in terms of 
timbre -and complexity, and as a preparatory device for the long, fizml 
arch. Her renection ·on ·the past material is within the-context of 
the gradually rela.."ting and foctissing of. the D barrncmy and the pria'lary 
melOdies. She .sums up· tbe material,- clears· the· air.1 and then the last 
long_ cycle of pre~atiou-activity-diasi:pati·on· begins.· A'a it prOgresses 
she adds soma last referEtnces · ~o the opening cbaraci~ers which now feel 
distanced, cut-off, and uoon dissolve into oscillatfmg 'ri'glll"es. They 
·are now to~ally subsume~ 'into the flow•. The~ clarinets finally meet 
the crotales top A and the entire mUsic l!lOltl enters 1~he D mode, and the 
•story' is re-enact'ea. ~dthin that exclusive framework. 
·some .two-thirds ~f' the ·vau'-throu@.U 1;he- composit:ion David Lumsdaine 
rearked that, ''knowing you·, it \>Jill end ors· the B". This may bave 
acted fatalistically, but· it certainly wcauld not have been right to 
close the piece with the D harmony. 
·It is difficult to say 'exactly wby this is. Certainly it was 
absolutely necessary (and planned from the start) to ha~ a sr~d version. 
of the cadential introduction of low Eb'a and c•s ~bleb dissolve the 
:D •major•· stability, and it was also necesaar.r to ha·~re a positive closing 
gesture, not to· end with the fade out of the pul:ses. Perhaps the simple 
an&wer is that .the closing harmony is the oj)p_osite 's:ide· of the· D to the 
Eb so it merely completes the balance (the downward toul.l of the C and 
Eb is matched by the floating upwards of the last geiJture). 
The phasing of the pulses auggests a deep ~tlamontrAl., iower · than 
c~d be heard, and perhaps this ie the key to the question •. The D 
is ~eft quietly. in ~he middle of the splce because i~ c~ld never sound 
I • • ' I ' 
d~ep _enough to be truly fundamental. The last fi01iri&h suggests that, 
while we have the 'navaur• of it (the nourish. bae1 similar harmony 
' ' . . 
to the D harmony), there is no 'a':»solute• musical r'Oot to the pi~ce, 
tile true absolute is 'elsewhere~. 
( 5) 'l'be flowers ·appeal" on the earth 
for tlute/pli.ccolo; clarinet/ 
'bass clarinut; viola, ·•cello, 
harp, percwJSion and .·1?-a~ng 
·· guitar 
This work was commissioned by the BBC and was 11rritten between 
Autumn 19?? and Aut~ 19?8. 
For some time I had wanted to explon f'tarther t:he harmonic ideas 
of 'The soft complaining flutei in which I had used the tuning of 
the •natural 7th'. This is the ?th ~rtial of the h~rmonic series~ 
. ' 
which. is a 6th of'. a tone flatter t~ the tempered 01lnor 7th.; In 
iThe soft complaining flute' this t~ng vas achieved by a flautist 
I 
very skilled at -~btle tunings and by precise cbiulgi.ng of tape speed 
in the stud:io. In 'Tl',le fiowel;"S appear 011 the earth' the guitar and 
harp are .sPecialiy tuned at the outset to lead the tuning of the other 
players. 
As in ~The soft cornp·laiDirig flute' the tuning of the gu:i. tar represents 





(These are the same notes as the bal!:d~c mode of' I And he showed 
.J 
me a pure river of water of life')• 
In 'The sof't complai.ning flute~ I tJ~sposed tllli.s chord by changing 
tape speed so that each of the notes in turn had the same chord built on 
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it... I built the chord again on A on the upper D, and so on. In 'The 
flowers appear ~n the earth' I achieved a similar effect by using the 
natural hai'monics of the guitar. '!'his gave the chord again on A, D, 
pot·' and cl. (the A and C~ chorda, however, do not ap_pear in the octave 
suggested by the pattern of the open string$). The missing chord, G, 
was available on the harp. 
Starting from these chords, keeping the same transposition principle, 
I developed the following harmonic structure or sumroary: 
Ex. 12 
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The shape o:f this is that of ... a compressed harDJonic ~eries. The 
basic guitar c~ord conto.ins (with. one eltception) notes from. ~ow in 
th;e harmonic aeries of D, and \fh~n. any nw_.note appears in a harmonic 
series then the harmonic aeries o:f that new note will itself eventually 
appear. So, within the ·barmonic series of D will be the harmonic aeries 
' ' ' 
o:f A, Fl .and so on. This is what I was building by transposing the 
ori_giual c;bord, alth~gh maD)' notes appear in a lower octave than 'they 
strictly should • 
. The exception in tht:t basic chord is the note G which only appears 
extremely high in the bamonic series of D. Howeve:r- D appears very 
low in the hamonic series of G and tbis creates a •strong alternative 
harmonic/melodic force tbrougbout the transpositioru3. 
I used the harmonic SUIIIIIIBJ7 quite freelJ but 011e recurring principle 
11as to link the sides syaunetrically. For example tlle G chord is often 
combined with the A chord and the rt- with the C~. J:n :fact these two 
. combinatioDS , and the D chord~_ are the thl:oee most iiD}JOrtant harmonics 
of the ·piece. 
Ex. 13 
As another kind of opposite I used a sjmmetric chord. This is 
constructed completely differently from the harmonic series in which 
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notes get closer as the series gets higher. This tJymmetric chord 
represented for me the main focus of the tempered nide of the piece·. 
Ex. 14 ,.- . . . . . . 
lu..,,Sw...r 15"' .. 
-e-~ 
Just as I besan.wozk on the piece I chanced 011 the text from the 
Song of Solomon, 
Tbe flowers appe~ on the earth . 
The time of the singing of birds is come •. 
. . . 
· This .. ,ipressed both. the _philosophic idea i: had in mind ··and 
two important technical ideas.: Firstl~, the 'p:i.ec~ til~ to. be firmly 
rooted harmonically ·yet reaching up frOm this· int·o distant, del.:i.catel:r 
related, reg~ons •. ·This was perfect~y eltp:r:essed by the idea of iflowers' 
. . 
on an 'earth • • 
• ' ' 'I ~econdly,the idea of flowering suggested a shape- a slet1 preparation 
followed by sudden, spiralling activity", and 'sc) this became the basic. 
shape of the piece. This shape is ~i:milar to -that of • ~d. he showed 
me a ~ure river o~ water of life*, but here I ·intended· that. the slow 
preparation acted n~t ·as a growth o~ t~nsion,, but ae a growth of stillnessi. 
a quietening, from which a.ki~d of joyous energy could ~pring. This 
~as linked in my mind to the principles be~ind meditation. 
It migbt be interesting at this stage to· compare the outlines of 
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the· five primary piecea.in this folio,. seeing how the emphasis gradually 
changea •.. 
The Dancing Day:~ 
Gemini':: 
Sing Lullaby:· 
And be showed me a pgre 
river or water of life: 
The flowers appear 
on the earth: 
suppressed· tension- growth~ catharsis~ 
abort coclo. •.. 
immediate tension •·· development. of· this· -. 
long unwinding to stillness •. 
• distant • tension .. ,.,orking out of this 
and its contrasting quietness • balance -
•·closeness ''• .. 
'distant•· stillDese - movement and ener81 -
everything absorbed into. a whole •.. 
''relaxed stillness ~ •"celebration• of this.· 
Parallel to this is the growth of rooted barmo11y. Where the 
earlier pieces represent the search for a root in ·~~e flowers appear 
on the earth' I felt I wus begiliDing, for the first time, with a stable 
root, and then exploring the closer and more distant regions that could 
be drawn from it. 
The number seven is very important in the pieco. The harmony 
started from the 'natural. 7th', there are seven players, seven sections 
and seven tempi. 
The seven tempi are geared from the root ·o = 23. This pulse is 
divided by two, three, four, etc. up to seven, J = ~61. 
The seven sections are characterised by the alternation of freer 
rhythms in the odd numbered sectious and pulses in the even numbered 
sections. The pace· is. generally slower in· the odd :11umbered sections.-
The even. numbered sections always have certain elements that are in 
strict symmetry. The idea of alternating contrasted material represented 
quite a change from the earlier pieces which work msinly in terms of 
I , , .. 
linear development.-
The process of 'flwering' takes place on two :Leveis. ·The opening 
note represents the beginning of ·a group. 'precess that -eventually flowers 
into the unison tune, decorated by simple statements of· the ba&ic harmony,· 
in section (2). But this process is interrupted bJ the emersence of 
individual dowers as each iastrwnent introduces solo material.; In 
• f I > o : 
section ® this solo material reaches the limits o:r its developu;ent, 
and, as it. we~~ goes of:f the top into purely percussive so~da <'repre-
·aenting the lack of pitch focus in the very high areas of the harmonic 
series). This climax clears the Way for the stable unfolding of the 
unison melody. 
I tried to b~ ~e~y s~ple ~ t~~ pi~ce_.o The harmonic ~d structural 
ideas are straiSbtforward and the instruments, especially the sustairiing 
instruments, develop quite fixed roles and rarely depart from them.· 
. . 
I felt I had achieved a clarity that· I bad been aim:Lilg at for .ome time, 
but I cannot at the time of writing, in the absence of· a gQOd performance, 
be sure about tbe pacing of the structure, and thus the interaction 
of these differentiated elements. 
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THUEE SECONDARY tvORKS 
(1) The Night Visitors 
electronic tape_. 
Tbis was commissioned in 1975 by Northern Dance Theatre from Peter 
Manning and myself and realised by us together in the Electronic Music 
Studio at Durham. I \1ae responsible foz• most of the composition, although 
much of this took place during the intense (2t week) realisation period 
eo we discussed everything together while working. 
Tbe choreographer (John Haines) gave us the ti·tle and asked that 
the piece be an abstract exploration of the relationships of three 
dancer.s (one _female, two males) within the atmosphere suggested by the 
I worked out the structure and invented tb~ primary characteristics 
to be associated with each of t}'le dancers. These WE1re: 
FSJIALE - a graceful, flowing shape, growing out from a point often 
symmetrically. I had in mind the shape: 
1'1ALE 1 - tremolos, often low and 'nagging'. 
""won we c • " • 
MALE 2 - separate attacks, most characteristically punchily played 
by the vibraphone. ! ! r 
;. " 




- although within this there are cross-references and transition periods. 
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The musical material was almost entirely derived from the sounds 
of a vibraphone and two pairs of crotales. Using Mtural sources rather 
_than e~ectronic ones immediately attacks the probl•3ms of quality of sound 
and resonance and also gives a foc'us to the matericu and thus an aural 
discipline in which to ~rork. 'In __ thif; pi~ce the 1nntruments are often 
considerably tra!lS_formed by the ua_ual . p3rocesses ·of ring modulation, 
filte~ing, reverberation, tape echo, t~pe .. feed.back, splicing, reversing 
and changing the speed of the t~p~, etc .. , but occasiorJall.y emerge as 
. . . 
their natural selves to e.stablish a continuum between real .and trausfor.med. 
~ • I 
W~le.the harmony was sometimes_just c~nt~olle~ aurally during 
_working, there was a degree of fi~ed form~ control in that all ring 
' • o ' • I ' ' ' 
modulation of the instruments that was not against extremely high or 
' 
low pitches was asainst one of the followi~g sine tones: 
Ex. 16 
~ he __ 
(the s~netry of this reflects the 
symmetry in the ring modulation 
. . 
process:. when one part is fixed 
and the other moves up to it). 
Furthermore a twelve-note set was continually z•eferred to. This 
was arranged in three groups of four about the three ring modulation 
pitches. 
These three pitches emerge on their o~n at times (reflectin~ the 
fact that in all ring modulation something of tbe original constituents 
always breaks through). notably at the en.d \"lhen all three appear together. 
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(2) anyone liv~ 
for eight-palrt choir (p~aying amaU 
percussion instruments) with two 
soprano solo:ists draWD from the choir. 
This setting of an e' .• 'e. cummings poem (which il3 printed in the 
score) was compoaed for the English ·chamber Choir in 1976. They are 
an amateur choir so I ke}~t··the harmonies 'quite stat:Lc and repetitive, 
and the melodic movement simple (with the exception of the two solo 
parts). 
I llegan by assigning pitch areas to the four Bt!asons and their 
associated images (~pring, summer, autumn, winter a~:;sociate with rain, 
sun, moon, stars and so on): high sopranos for swmner, ·the centre for 
autumn (altos and tenors overlap thro\lghout), the busses for winter and 
the whole space at once for spring. 
Each of these areas has at least one ~rper~t to i taelf ,. and parts 
of the· text reri.ecting the whole cycling process (for example, ''with 
up so floating many bellf> do111D11 ) mo'V'e across the whnle space. 
After the first part, which exposes all the ·areas and 'the general 
sense of eternal cy'clin~, the piece moves through. a: flpring awakeni~g . 
('iwhen by now and tree by leaf"), a summer dance, the autumn death and 
then, from the deepest root, the revival of spr~ng. 
The deep root, the 'earth' is the low c. The c harmony spreads 
from the very bottom to the very top of •tbe vocal range (also' the note C). 
--... 
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'to artic~t~'the extreme point, tbe.turning o~ the cycle to lead us 
once again into the fullness of spring. t~hile the note C is· symbolically 
. the 'deep root' tho C harmony is not the 'tonic·' of the piece however. 
It functions more like.a dominant, which of course ·belps the sense of 
endless cycling. 
Many of the rhythms were deriv·ed from the Fibonacci series. There 
are sequences of duratio:DS of 2358 units for example, anci others like 
235?8 that slow. down the strUtpattern but do not disturb the direction 
of it. 
The i~vitability of substantial growth or decay in these patterns 
seemed appropriate for the ever transforming nature of the seasons. 
(3) ·The soft complaining flute 
fo1r flute and tape. 
This was commissioned by Kathryn Lukas. The tape part was worked 
on in the Durham studio between 1974 and 1977 and the flute part 
composed towards the end of this period. 
The tape part is baeed almost entirely on the sounds of a guitar. 
This was tuned in the sa.me \"lay as the guitar in 'The flO\'ler& appear 
on the earth'. I thought it would be interesting to use the traditional 
combination of "t;lute and guitar in a contemporary way. The instruments 
are a natural complement to one another, and the guitar is an especially 
good source ·for electronic transformation. 
Having experimented \llitb the guitar in the studio I began composing 
and realising the piece and completed the refrain but then I became 
dissatisfied with the general nature of the other material. There 
was not a strong central idea binding the material ·together. A verse 
from a poem by Dryden was tho catalyst I needed: 
The soft complaining flute 
In dying notes discc,vers 
the woes of hopeless lovers, 
whose dirge is whispered by the warbling lute. 
'This suggested a typical melancholic role for t;be flute and the 
whispering, warbling lute was very close to my ideae• for the tape part. 
The piece i~ structu.red by a series of· proportions and has the 
strictest structural organisation of all of the pieces in this folio. 
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This was partly because of' .t.ime as in tbe end I only bad a small amount 
of studio time in which to complete the tape part, and partly because 
I felt this to be a corz·ect reflection of' the meclut.Distic nature of 
the tape. It is the ta11e part that contains the si;rictly measured 
entries - the flute part was composed. ' freely 1 aga:i.nst it·· 
The proportion series is: 
3 3 2 2 
The series is used to divide the whole into sections, the sections 
themselves, parts of sections and also to shape individual gestures. 
Tbus it sometimes affects three or four levels at once, although the 
smaller the scale the less it is used .• 
The principles of its construction are: the establishment of' 
a unit of length (3) _by having it twice; acceleration from this to 
a eli~ which creates a. long period of rest, and then a closing duratiQn 
. . 
which acts cadentially but is not so long as to inhibit forward motion. 
' The six main. sections are separated by the :bel~-like refrain 
which remains outside of the duration structure. The overall structure 
is not proportionally co~ec;t to the nearest .. second. but is close enough 
for the deviations ~ot ·to be significant given the ~ength of the whole. 
On ·tbe smaller scale ·there is one particular variation in the 
use of tbe series: the first 3 unit is often treated as silence rathe~ 
. I 
than sound and furthermore sometimes as a silent pa.use, rather than 
a strict length. 
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I~ the·first section, for example, the series ccverns the· entries 
of the 'whispers • on tlle tape. The tape enters aftEJr the nute ·. soio 
but with its second unit, having counted the first as a silent pause. 
This makes the· opening considerably longer than the 30" it should 
be but it allowed me space for a proper exposition' of the. nute material. 
After this, however, the l-lhispers enter strictly - at 30", 2011 , 5" 
and 45". (There are also two extra ent~i.es acting as decorations -
the last entry has a retrograde version mixed with :i.t and there is 
a small echo at the 73" point). 
Acros~ the last two units (4?! and 2) of the whisper entries th~ 
guitar is heard playing 5ths on notes from the basic. c)lord. The entries 
are governed by the series but again the first 3 UD.i.t is silent, although 
this time of strict length. 
('llb.e point o.f mixing the 5ths and ·tbe whispers· here· waa to show 
at the outset the extreme points of the 1:ape, materiel., to give. the 
limits of the drama). 
The free nute part reacts to, and calla forth the •mechanistici 
tape part in a 'humanistic' way. 
The harmony of the piece w~ developed in two ways. Firstly by 
transposing the guitar D chord to each of its own nates and then combining 
the transpositions· as in 'The nowers appear on the earth • , ·and secondly 
by taking one of ·these combinations (tbe Q/A chord) and pUtting it 
into a Gemini matrix, producing more chromatic materi~o 
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The direction of tbe piece can be seen at its simplest in the 
guitar part. The guitar gradually emerges from \'llhispers to become, 
after the main climax:, i·ts real self. 'lhen, after a brief dialogue 
with the nute, it takes over completely and gradually unfolds the 
main D harmony. The wbia:spers then reappear but now in a different 
per~pective; they should feel as though they are the very top harmonics 
of' the D harmony. 
Finally; ,the nute, which became increasingly disturbed before 
.. dropping out, returns to its opening melody. The elttreme point it 
reac~ed (sudden, loud cries - long absence) should-tmderline the sense 
of completion o:t: a cycle - return to starting point •. 
Tapes present a continual problem in live performances. Even 
when·tape is used to accompany ballet, with a full·visual event to 
watch, there still seems to be something wrong. There is a nagging 
awareness .that there can never be a continuum between the human beinss 
wbo are dancing and those tJho are making the music. On many levels 
' there can be no interaction: there can be no rhytbm:lc give and take; 
no awareness of gesture in music-making through the dance or of' the 
making of sound in dance through the music. 
Similarly in 'The soft complaining-flute' the drama between flute 
and tape is weakened because on one important level 1~hey can never 
meet. They can meet in pitch, rhythm, even timbre, but there albfays 
remains the fact that the sounds are produced in two entirely different 
ways. This is not simply a matter of two kinds of' sources of sound 
in the concert hall. The actual materialo are fUndamentally different. 
~lith tbe nute there io always·a sense of a s"et of finite limits -. 
one manip-Ulator, a pitch range, a set of colours and so on, but \'ihat 
might "emerge· from a loudspeaker is (-theoretically) infinite in ·terms 
·of range, colou~-doneity, variety etc., and therefore it cannot ~ve 
· the same basic· aural identity that the nute has• So it be.comes difficult 
·to establish what a certain gesture within the predictable limits of 
the flute is parallel to within the unpredictable limits of the tape. 
There is always the question: are they truly in tbe same world, 
conversing in the same l~nguage, and thu.s does the ·drama truly have 
any meaning? 
It seems to me that one of the most important .principles of art 
(aDd how we change 'life' into art) is tba~ in exploiting differences 
' ' ' 
between things they must be shown to be different nCJt just literally 
be· different·. They must have most if no·t all impor1;ant levels in 
common and thon differ just in degree, so that their relationship is 
'' I ' 
seen in the perspective of a common light and there is always felt 
-to be the possibility of meeting points. 
In 'The soft complaining nute' there is a small gesture ·towards 
confronting the problem. The tape recorder is placed next to the 
.n~utist and it runs throughout even wheEL there is n.o sound on the 
. . . , 
tape, eo that it is always theatrically present and ia potentially 
. . . . 
always about to play. So that this is n~~ t~o. cramping for the flautist 
she"is given alte~tive endings to her solo sections. 
Despite the large amount of time spent on it I feel the tape 




continuum between whiepez·s and real sounds, and to cake some· stronger 
meeting point between the retrain and the other matf~rial. ·. 
The mechanistic structure on the to1hole seemed t:o work well although 
strictly applied it makes ~he guitar section after t:be ·climax a li ~tl~ 
. . . . . 
too long C.given ~be m_aterial I used). 
The ·danger in 'applyi.ng such a set. of proportiOiilS over large spans 
is that they might not take account of tile changing perception of' the 
flow of time that music involves. However 'perfect• one's initial 
shape it ·is always a question of making it work by carefUl invention 
of material and by not using material that would spoil the way it 
\'IIOrka, rather than relying on it to guarantee a good _shape. If' the 
material itself is not mechanistic'then it will be continually bending 
and twisting the flow of its mechanistic macro-structure. 
1972. 
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TWO PARTICIPATORY WORKS 
(1) Leasness 
for apeaker and six groupe of 
voices.(two nale, two female, 
tlltO mixed) • 
This t'lla.s written for. a 'rueaday afte:z'1lo~n workshop at Durham in 
The speaker reads the Beckett telct i.n a straightforward manner, 
(perhaps lengthening the pauses between phrases) •. Each of the six 
groups b~ certain phrases from the text to listen for and when they 
hear them they enter with their given •naterial. They proceed through 
their parts in linear fashion and must complete each1section before 
moving to the next even it they bear the next ·Cue. Ao Beckett continually 
recycles the same phrases it was fairly easy to cont2~ol the progress 
of the groups. 
I have always been very interested 'in improv1oa1~ion and ·~av~ ~played 
a lot of jazz. Lessness was one of my fil"St attemptf; to compose a 
piece with structural a~d material freedom (givilig both i~ovisation 
and· chance a role to play) and it is. an area that I ~ve explored a 
great deal since leaving Durham, especially. in workshops for. children 
and non-musicians. Their limitations and lack of technical skill 
. . 
. . 
demand the invention of material and structures. that can be invoked and 
coordinated by means other than traditional notation or relying on their 
previous knowledge of a' ce:r-tain style. 
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(2) :Ritual of the Li8ht 
for.Priest, congregation, choir, organ, 
four percussionists and dancers. 
This was commissioned by the Liverpool Festival of Sacred Music 
for a performance in the Roman Catholic Metropolitan Cathedral of 
Christ the King, Liverpool in July 1978. I was requested to write 
something li turgi.cal, ecumenical and to involve the congregation 1 
practically in some way. 
I discussed this wi1;h Father Kevin Donovan, a Jloman catholic 
teacher of liturgy who had been asked to provide thct text, and we 
agreed that because of the ecumenical nature of the piece, it would 
not be right, at this time, to use t)1e ~ass structure.. 1tle decided to 
make our o.,m structure and I suggested that the eha}>e of it could 
be a progression from dark to light. Be decided to take this literally 
and made a sequence of texts, drawn from the Bible~ that followed 
this shape and which all contained references to dai•kness or light. 
He gave the texts to me and from then I worked alone on the 
music and drama. 
The sequence is: creation of the world, creation of the word, 
Jesus• entry into the world, man's rejection of the light;which leads 
to him being 'lost in the dark', the healing of th.e blind man, man's 
realisation that Jesus is 'the light of the world 1 , a reflection by 
the Priest and then Jesus on this whole process, meditative reflections 
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on more mystical and visionary references to light in the Book of 
Revelations, cries of thanksgiving and finally a dance of joy. 
The Liverpool Cathedral is a large, circular modern building 
and is very impressive. (There is a diagram of it :Ln the score). 
There is an 8" echo and 1:;ound does not travel clearly around it and 
so I felt I bad to create very clear, bold sounds. The space is used 
symbolically throughout, the finding of ·the true light is for example 
the 'finding' of the centre of the·space, the sanctt~. 
The congregation are divided into S1\TB. 'l'bis was musically desirable 
but I was also aware that separating husbands and wi.ves, and grouping 
people in a way that they··would not have· grouped themselves, "'as a 
simple but fundamental way of underlining the fact that they were 
performers as well as spectators. 
They begin on the perimeter and \'latch a dance of th~ creation 
of the world. The dancers emerge from tb.e .pews (making wood sounds) 
as tbe (physical) world comes to life. The congregation then move 
to the back of the pews for the creation of the word (the thoughtfUl). 
Then they can take their seats but they do not reach the centre (the 
spiritual) until the end, after the healing and the ctuietness that 
follows it. Two of the percussionists move ill parallel with the 
congregation with stations and instruments that refiEtet their progression 
(low drums to high metal, unpitched to pitched). 
It was necessary for the music to be simple and clear, both for 
symbolic and practical purposes. (The congregation b~ad only half-an-hour 
to learn their · part). ~~he harmony is very static. There is hardly 
a moment when, if there are pitches at all, the 5th D-Ais not.soU:nding. 
This is the. symbol of ligh~. Almost all of the ha1mony is ~r~d 
symme~rically about this 5th or about the note D m1d so, on the harmonic 
' I I o o ' • ' • :. ' I •I 
level, the progress fro111 dark to lisht is the gradual stabilis~ng of 
the 5th, the filtering out of other elements to reveal the 'inner light'. 
'The one non-symmetric harmonic ele1nent is · the mod·e DFIGAC which 
is often found in this folio. The role of thia is to decorate the 
stable 5th, to •celebrate' it. The aiOde remains ~mtside, on another 
plane from, the symmetric harmonies. 
· The fullest \..rorking-out of the harnJony· is found in the secti~n 
baSed on Revelations·texts, ·section~. The choir begin-with just 
the 5th then gradually the s,lnmetric baz·monies are developed 'and 
, expanded until by b418 all twelve notes are present. At b420 the 
I I I I ' ' 
organ re$chee its absolute extremes and the jingles join in, rePresenting 
' . 
. - -
the unfo~~sed.cl,us~e~- of pitches ~t the top of the harmonic series. 
. - . . 
~ut the 5th is s~ill in the centre. Section~ is of great impOrtance-
• I, • I • • I 
1 
° o 
symbol:ically ~ it should suggest that the true li~bt is found th;rough 
' • , ' • '• • I • • ' I • 
ke~ping all the levels in balance, and linking the centre and the 
1 , , I • 
0 
' , I 11 I 
ex~remes .- see~~g ~ach in the pers~ec~iv~ of the otb~r. When this is 
~one, ~he 5~h can exist iiil a st~ble t"'ay and,_ as it ·were, s0 fon1ard 
to 'the celebra~ion•. 
The p~.actical value ot: the .. 5th will ~e obvi~us.. A. s:r:ea~ _deal 
of tbe congregation material us~s it, and it is always pre~ent as 
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a reference point. It also offered· a way of making ll grand gesture 
and this seemed very appropriate for a piece that tillS to be in a 
lnrge building, last an hour and be for a large number of performers. 
In the same spirit there are 15'1 long bass drum pulr3es, long cluster-
like chords for darkness and, instead of long movem~nts on the Gloria 
text, single 15" long cries of 'Glory' for the congregation. 
The role of the choir is to decorate such gestures. They shadow 
the action and decorate :lt rather than carry the essence of it or 
develop it. They help to lead it but their own, solo material remains 
secondary to the main progress of the piece. They are especially 
important in section ~ discussed above but even here they are essentially 
renecting on the ideas being introduced by the Priest. 
The performance was co-ordinated by the Priest (sometimes using 
special gestures), the conductor of the choir and myself from the 
fourth percussion part. 
The congregation seemed very satisfied with the piece not only 
because they were able to join in successfully but also because they 
found it spiritually re\oJ·arding. I .. found it very fulfilling to have 
produced a work where everybody was involved in a definite purpose 
outside that of just· making, or just coJlSuming for themselves, the 
actual notes. While it was specially written for the. Liverpool Cathedral 
I feel it could be redesigned for any large space,. ~ be useful again. 
Many of the tecbnic1ues I used g~•ew from those I had developed 
in workshops and the piece strengthened my belief .in the philosophy 
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behind workshops. I believe that music should now develop (regain?) 
more oppartunities for everybody present at an event to be practically 
and.· creatively involved in it, ,,ith roles according to experience 
. . 
and ability. The boundaries between composer, performer and listener 
must become more fluid. In the commentar1 on 'The soft complaining 
nute' I talked of the need for meeting points in trying to create 
a meaningful language, t:he need for elements to have the important 
I 
basic levels in common. The principle here is exactly the same. 
Only through the common experience of basic practical creative (and 
passive) processes oan a true relationship be made, a true understanding 
develop~d. 
My experience is that in this ~ore balanced situation the personal 
and communal fulfillment is greater, and that this could give music 
a stronger and wider social uaefulneas. 
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APPENDIX 
List of 1trorks in chronological order \-lith resources ancl duratioDS 
Leesness (1972) 
The Dancing Day (1973) 
Gemini (1973) 
Sing Lullaby (1974) 
The Night Visitors (1975) 
anyone lived-(1976) 
And he showed me a.pure river 
of water of life ( 1976) 
speaker, six groups of voices 
brass quintet 
two clarinets and two })8rcussion 
soprano and double-baao (with 
amplification and wa-wu pedal) 
electronic tape 
eigbt-part choir (pl~1ng small 
percussion instruments) with two 
soprano soloists drawn from the 
choir 
soprano, three clarinetists (playing 
Eb/Bb, Bb/bass, Bb/basa) and 








The soft complaining flute (1977) flute and tape 23' 
Ritual of the Light (19?8) 
The flowers appear on the 
earth (1978) · 
Priest, congregation, choir, organ, c55' 
four percussionists and dancers 
flute/piccolo, clarine·t:/bass clarinet. c42 • 
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